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Dean Paulsen Approves
New Hours For Women
By R03ERTA LIBB
Staff Writer
Extension of women's hours to
midnight Monday through Thursday and 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday was approved by Miss
Fayetta Paulsen, dean of women,
at yesterday's Association of
Women
Student's Legislative

Taylor Denies
Punishing 300
For 'Rampage'

A DIESEL en gin* pulling 10 power units collided with a
stalled tractor-trailer rig this afternoon at the New York Central crossing at Reed Street. Four units of the train were derailed, including this one that ended up on top of the flat-bed
trailer. The truck was demolished and two trainmen, were injured slightly. The truck driver had gotten out of the cab and
was trying to flag down the train. He was not injured. Photo
by David Crawford.

Balogh Named
Academy Head
Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, chairman of the sociology department,
was recently elected president of
the Ohio Academy of Science for
1968.
The election of Dr. Balogh
marked the first time in its
75 year history that the Academy has selected a president
from a field other than the physcial or biological sciences.
"This appointment is a great
tribute to Bowling Green," Dr.
Balogh said. "It is the first
time that someone from the University has served In this capacity as well as the first time
that someone In the behavorial

Fall Advising
Sessions Set
' Academic advising for the fall
semester will begin tomorrow
for rising seniors and graduate
students, and Wednesday, May 4,
for students who will be juniors,
sophomores, and second semester freshmen.
Completed registration forms
should be turned in at the registrar's office in accordance with
the schedule found on page 3
of today's issue of the News.
Students must present a receipt to show they have paid the
$10
administrative
service
charge for the fall semester.
Students unable to register at
the scheduled times may do so
at a later date.

sciences has held the presidency."
Two other University faculty
members also were elected to
positions in the Academy. Dr.
Arthur G. NeaL associate professor of sociology, was elected
the vice president in charge of
programming for the anthropology and sociology section and
Dr. Joseph E. Klvlin, assistant
professor of sociology, was elected an academy fellow.
"The great Interest shown by
sociology department members
in the academy and the fact that
the University sociology department has the greatest amount of
people lecturing to high school
students than any other state
department, may have been a
factor in the selections by the
Academy," Dr. Balogh added.
Dr. Balogh has been a member
of the Academy for approximately
five years. He has served as
membership vice president and
executive vice president of the
anthropology and sociology sections and as a member of the
executive council.
*::::::::W:W:::%W:^^

WEATHER
The forecast for today is cloudy
with occasional rain, the high in
the 50's.
Mostly cloudy and
warmer with showers is predicted for tomorrow.
::::s*:*:*:*:-:w^

Dean of Men Wallace W. Taylor last night denied an Associated Press report that disciplinary action has been taken
against about 300 students who
took part in a "spring fever"
rampage last week.
A number of students were
called in and talked to, but that
was the extent of the "disciplinary action," he said.
The AP report said, "The
University reports today (Tuesday) some mild disciplinary action against a few of the more
rambunctious undergrads, including probation, but no one has
been expelled."
There is "no truth to the
report," Dean Taylor said.
Nothing has been done, he said,
about paying for the damage done
during the outbreak.
"I would like to see something
done about it," he emphasized.

U.S. Jet Downs
Communist MIG

t

SAlGON(AP)-A late model Soviet-built MIG fighter plane was
shot down yesterday in combat
by an A merican Phantom Jet fighter in a brief duel above North
Viet Nam between two MIG and
two of the Phantoms.
Sidewinder missiles from one
of the Phantoms downed theMIG,
the first of its advanced type
to be shot down. The clash occurred 35 miles from the Red
Chinese border.

Board meeting and went into
effect at that time.
Four other rule changes, also
passed by the Board April 13,
were not approved, but were
changed by the Board to go into
effect September, 1966, and resubmitted to Miss Paulsen.
These changes' include rules
providing for optional cooridor
meetings, for the deletion of the
AWS rule restricting women visiting men's private rooms or
apartments, or a recognized University chaperon is not present.
The other two rules include
the elimination of shower restrictions after hours and the addition
of rules providing for women
staying
overnight
in other
women's housing units during the
week.
Approval was delayed, M js
Paulsen said, because they were
passed by the Board "withoat
consideration
of
how these
changes would or could be carried out and what effect they
might have on current and future
operations."
The hours change eliminates
the need for women to take late
permissions as was previously
done. Men's calling hours at

New York Actor
Due Here Today
Professional New York actor
Michael Lombard will arrive today to. begin rehearsals for his
role in the University Theatre's
production of "Volpone."
"Mr. Lombard's appearance
at Bowling Green will add a good
deal of excitement to the production as well as give the students
a chance to learn from a professional," Dr. Harold B. Obee,
director of the play, said yesterday.
Mr. Lombard, who has acted
In Broadway plays and television
series, will play Volpone, the
cynical and shrewd rascal of the
Ben Jonson comedy.
The play will be presented
May 11 through May 14.

The proximity of Red China
to the battle scene raised speculation that the M1GS may have
come from Chinese bases. However, American officials in
Saigon said they didn't know
where the planes came from, nor
the nationality of their pilots.
In Washington, State Department spokesman Robert McCloskey said yesterdayWashington has no information of the
origin of the MIG. McCloskey
repeated what Secretary of State
Rusk said in a broadcast interview last July: "There is no
sanctuary in the Viet Nam war."
He declined to comment on
whether the enemy MIG could
be chased Into Red China.

housing units will end at the
same time as before: 11 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and
1 a.m. Saturday and Sunday.
In other business. Sheila K.
Smith, president of Prout Hall,
reported on the Prout Hall selfregulatory
experiment. Each
corridor held individual meetings
and submitted reports, which
were compiled into rules by hall
representatives and dormitory
representatives.
Dress regulations are left up
to "personal disgression, except
for Sunday afternoon dinners,"
and hall quiet hours on eachfloor
were set up by the respective
corridor.
The Board extended the project to May 13 because the rules
did not go into effect until April
22. Miss Smith said that so far
there have been no complaints
from the participants.
Nancy Otto, first vice-president and chairman of the constitutional revisions committee,
presented a proposed AWS constitution of 1966-67, which was
written by the committee for
this past year. The proposed
provisions were taken back to
housing units for discussion.

MICHAEL LOMBARD

A graduate of BrooklynCollege
and Boston University, Mr.Lombard appeared on Broadway in
Jean Anouilh's "Poor Bitos."
This past season he performed
with Anne Bancroft and Jason
Robards in Michael Cacoyannis'
production of "The Devils."
Off Broadway, the native New
Yorker co-starred with Shelley
Winters and later Mercedes McCambridge in Lewis John Carlino's brace of two-character,
one-act plays collectively titled
"Cages."
Mr. Lombard also performed
in two Harold Pinter plays "The
Dumbwaiter," and "The Collection," both off-Broadway hits.
Mr. Lombard's television appearances have included three
featured performances on "The
Defenders," and co-star roles
in "For The People," "Naked
City," and "Kaleidoscope."
While serving with the army
in Europe in 1959, Mr. Lombard
directed a production of "The
Glass Menagerie" with a German American cast which performed at various West Germany
U.S. Information Agency centers
for the State Department.
Mr. Lombard also has played
in several Shakespearean plays,
including the New York Shakespeare Festival's production of
"Merchant of Venice" and "King
Lear," which were televised by
CBS.
He also has appeared with
the American Shakespeare Fesrival at Stratford, Conn.
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"Don't Bother About Details—Look At All Those

News Editorial Page
Student Change
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Have University students changed over the years? How? Why the
riots in Berkeley, California? Why the near-riot conditions in
Bowling Green, Ohio, that were experienced last week?
Samuel Lubell , noted public opinion analyst, has completed a
study of 36 colleges and universities across the nation trying to
determine how much racicalism there really is on campuses. (Incldently, Bowling Green was not included in his sample.)
Lubell decided the amount of radicalism could best be determined by finding out how students differ from their parent's thinking.
One of his conclusions was that five out of every six of the randomly-chosen collegians still share the same basic views of their
parents.
He goes on" to say, "I soon discovered that Beatle haircuts,
sloppy clothes, and guitar-strumming are no real measures of
rebellion."
After spending six months analyzing the data, Lubell pointed out
five key factors that are shaping the "new college generation."
These are:
1. The record number of youths pouring into college.
2. Their use of psychology as an everyday tool.
3. Their
search for new "working with people" careers.
4. The odd-by-products of affluence.
5. The disruptive pressures of the draft.
Governor Romney, as reported in the News yesterday, stated
what he believed was causing unrest on the American campuses.
Romney contended that four fundamental principles are not being
taught adequately in our institutions of higher learning. These are
a belief of God as creator, the dignity of the individual, truth, and
government by law.
Both Lubell and Romney are looking at the situation from a different viewpoint.
Some of their points agree, some disagree.
Back to the original question--have students changed over the
years?
It seems they have by their actions. But according to
Lubell basic attitudes are not that different.
Thefactors mentioned by Lubell and Romney must be the variable
factors, or at least some of them, in the situation. Who can say
what exact cause for such difference is? But reports such as the
two cited aid understanding.
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By GRACE PHENEGER
Columnist
There is a rule of thumb among
swimmers that the third time a
drowning swimmer goes under
he will not return to the surface,
and a similar axiom among electrical workers that the third
time the power goes off it will
stay off.
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Whether the three strikes rule
holds equally true in Congress is
anybody's guess most of the time,
but in at least one instance, it
seems almost assured.
Senator Everett Dirksen of Illinois has attempted three times
and failed three times to win a
victory in his battle against the
Supreme Court ruling that both
houses of state legislatures must
be apportioned on the basis of
population--the so-called one
man/one vote ruling.

*«t

The News reserves the right to edit letters more than 300
words in length. Letters should be typewritten, and carry the
name of the author, as well as his typewritten name, address
and telephone number. The News will publish as many letters
as possible within the limits of space, good taste and the
laws of libel.
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Should Freddie, SIC-SIC Be Unmasked?
To the editor:
I believe thatSIC-SIC and FredI was startled when I read
die Falcon are intrinsically sound
the recent article concerning the
and excellent traditions. I support
student "outbreak." What
them wholeheartedly. But I do
aroused my attention was a pasthat such organizations
thmi<
sage which reads: "Dean Taylor
should be conducted within the
said that many students were
limits of the law.
wearing some type of mask, and
oh yeSj j wouid uKe to forewarned the students that an Ohio
warn any gtudents or groups on
Statute prohibits the wearing of
campus planning to meet for the
such a face covering during any
purpose of celebrating Halloween
activity which resembles a meetthls coming October. Masqueraing«"
ders beware-This declaration appears to
Robert K. Butters
contradict certain events which
407 HarshmanA
take place often on our campus.
(Editor's Note: The Ohio statute
Yes, who would ever think that
referred to in the news article
the boys of SIC-SIC violate the
(Section 3761.12) states,"Noperlaw each time they assemble to
son shall ^^ wlth tw0 or more
put up their posters,
others to commit a misdemeanor
It is also seemingly ironical
whUe wearing whitecaps, masks,
that a law officer, our own Melor other diSguise#.' We doubt if
vin Jones, is an advisor to such
the spirit_ ralsing activities of
an illegally operating organizapreddy Falcon and the SIC-SIC
tionl
.....
six could be considered comt
Another violation of this stamitti
misdemeanors,
tute as interpreted by Dean Tay-lor, takes place every time Fredrlllitflprl Tftlir
die Falcon runs out onto the VJU1UI.U
' "ul
court or football field during
To the editor:
meetings of the sports enthusiaLadies and gentlemen, you are
sts (who at times get riotous
about to embark upon a tour in
themselves).
which you shall catch a glimpse
5W::::::::WSa%W:%¥fe«
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Brake Lights. Man, That's Safety!"

£
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of a small bit of Bowling Green's
historical past which has survived
the scourges of modernization!
May I direct your attention to
the guide on your right who is
now in the process of explaining
to you that the men's gym building we are entering, is not, I
repeat, not, a condemned buildingl
Once inside the building we
quickly are ushered through the
cheery interior, until we reach
*ne highlight of our tour, the
weight lifting "room." (We are
limited to the word "room" because of a lack of a word which
would describe a "hole with four
walls and a door," the word
"shatzel" already being used
elseware.)
Once inside the "room," you
w111
be immediately struck with
the
unusual appearance of the
"room." The decor is one of
early antique, (which is in keeping with other University facilitiesl
)
The significance of the equipment provided in this room can
onjy De appreciated by weight
lifting historians.Just think, proDably these very weights you see
here before you were the same
ones used by Charles Atlas in
his early, (very early), days as
a weight lifterll
Of course. theUniverslty.(Because it appreciates the cultural
value of antiquesl), has done
nothing to alter the weights, in
the form of moderri( (Ughl), re("Irs. Ah. so what that tUt
weights are unbalancedl Ah, so
what that the weights are loose
on the bar and slide up anddownl
Ah so what that the

don,t

' ^ ^ ^^
t*™^^
^

amounts of poundages available
on each barbelll Naw, this isn't
good for developing a fit body,
in a correct manner, but it sure
makes a guy use his head trying
to figure out the proper weight
to usel Pretty smart, Ehl Ohl
You've also noticed those dumbells over there, (No pun intendedl), which are so heavy that
ole' Charlie Atlas himself didn't
Use them. Well, the're not going
to waste. They were probably
put in there in order to inspire
people to set high goals for themselves, or something like that.
Pretty smart, Eh?
The tour now over, the participants leave well contented.
knowing that their tax dollars
are not being wasted on the unnecessary changing of Bowling
Green's weight lifting "room."
Terry K. Carle
444 Conklin Hall
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To the editor:
A policy at Bowling Green
State University needs to be
changed desperately. Being a recent victim to thePowerTower's
bureaucratic red tape I cansaythe sooner the better. The purpose of an incomplete is to postpone grading until a student can
adequately make up the work
within a specified period of time.
This Is not so at Bowling
Green. To the IBM machine that
runs our lives it is a "O" and
*

aver

^

ed in with final rades
«8semester
e
, became
ffl
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•:•: This is all in keeping with our
£• university's, "Save the Angtiques," campaign! After all
» .
.
,
I
. •»
| "safety is second to savings!."
g that's what I always hear.
Let us return our attention
back to the "room." Notice the
•:• amount of space available to

before finals. With full permission from all of my professors
I received incompletes. Little
AIA I L > , ,i ,. i .,..- ror „„„„
did I know that I was receiving
permission to technically flunk
out of school (with four "O's"
my accum totaled .67). Re-instatement is perhaps one of the

ZlE&JLSS^'&XXi 1*38***** m
other columns in the News do not necessorily reflect the
opinions of tho University Administration, faculty
or stoff or tho State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by col-

I maneuVerl 0hl You »* there
•:■ isn't anyl Well you're right, but,
':•: I know why this is so. Because in
g this way they can keep the weight

"jost miserable memories I have
of this year.
It is time for incompletes to
be treated more logically. Ap-

mojorlty of member, of tho B-C Mows Editorial Board.
Ktf«^ra*:*:*:*^^^

S » develop their agilityl
Pretty smart. Eh? Ohl You
noticed that there are only fixed

either dead or alive.

znJ:!'S.^r^^'N.^^ffcttr'^tt K f ^ »?#* «*-to order 22B 5*uni,vcrslty wants M
Sue Smith
511 Lowry

Dirksen first attempted to attach his proposals to a foreign
aid MIL hoping to stop re- apportionment until he could get an
amendment to the Constitution
prepared.
This failing, he proposed his
constitutional amendment last
year and met defeat. He proposed the measure again this
year only to see it defeated last
week.
Dirksen has stated that he will
keep on fighting for the amendment because sometime the people are bound to answer the call
and demand passage of the measure. But somehow, this seems
highly unlikely. There are three
reasons why the people will not
jump on the bandwagon.
First of all, Dirksen's popular
support will not come from the
citizens on any wide scale. The
multitudes in the cities, from
whom any mass support must
draw some strength, are, for the
first time, gaining an adequate
representation for their numbers
and their interests in the state
governments wMch they so heavily support with their dollars.
Second, the fears of the rural
interests are, or will soon, abate
as rationality returns to the most
heavily affected rural areas who
have so long dominated the state
houses.
One should recall that as recently as a year ago, some northern Californians were talking
secession.
TWrd, before any proposed
amendment could be submitted to
the states, assuming that it
passed the Senate, the states
would have been re-apportioned
in accordance with the court decision.
There is little reason to assume that the new legislators
would vote to unseat themselves
by returning to the previous
scheme.
Why all the talk about the
amendment if it doesn't stand a
chance of becoming law? Why
did 55 Senators vote for it? The
answer to both questions lies in
the combination of reaction to
the Supreme Court's line of decisions and the age-old states
rights arguments. This rather
powerful combination is sufficient to muster the support of
slightly more than half the Senate.
The argument is that theCourt
has gone too far in entering a
domain reserved to the states in
the Constitution. The answer is
that the states were not meeting
their responsibilities in providing adequate representation for
their citizens.
WMchever side of the argument you, the reader, take, you
need not place much stock in
the arguments that the Dirksen
amendment will become a reality.
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Finnish Prof Named
Marketing Lecturer

Campus Calendar
Interviews for AWS standing
committees will be held atThurstin House from 4 to 5 p.m. and
7 to 9 p.m. weekdays from tomorrow until May 6.
Applicants who cannot be present for thsir assigned interview
should contact Ellen Barber, ext.
475, before the scheduled interview time.
* * •
All University Honors Students
are to come to the Honors Office in 243 Williams Hall to pick
up their preregistration forms.
» • »
The Association for Childhood
Education will hold its Recreation Workshop at 7 tonight in
the North Gym of the Women's
Bldg.
All members attending the
meeting will receive a copy of a

Sigma Phi
To Install 4
Sigma Phi, women's recognition society in journalism, will
hold installation of officers and
initiation ceremonies at 7 p.m.
tonight int he River Room.
William P. Day, lecturer in
the School of Journalism and
assistant to the publisher of the
Toledo Blade, will discuss the
role of women in Journalism.
Officers to be installed are
Judith Lake, president; Marilyn
Draper, vice president; Marguerite Vauclair, secretary; and
Karen Click, treasurer.
New initiates include Carole
Miller and Rosemary Kovacs,
both sophomores majoring in
Journalism, and Myrna DeFrias,
a senior majoring in journalism.

16-page book containing ideas for
songs, dances, games, and crafts
for classroom use.
* * •
All students interested in leadership boards and service associations should apply immediately to the Student Orientation
Board and the Leadership Board,
the Student Activities Office announced yesterday.
• • •
Applications for National Defense Student Loans are available
in the Student Financial Aid Office, 322 Administration Bldg.
Anyone interested may pick up
an application starting May 1.
Deadline for returning the application is August 15.
* * •
The Housing Office announced
that rising seniors may submit
roommate and residence hall requests beginning May 2 through
May 6.
Rising juniors may apply May
9-13 and rising sophomores may
apply May 16-27.
Residence Service Director
Robert G. Rudd stated that prospective roomt.ietes must apply
together.
• * •
A panel discussion on fraternities sponsored by the Kappa
Sigma social fraternity pledge
class will be held at 9:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Kohl Hall enclosed study lounge.
Comprising the panel will be
Dean Taylor, dean of men; Thomas Liber, student body president elect; Richard Seaman, student
body vice president;
Mr. Harold Wassink, head resident of Kohl Hall.
Questioning by the audience is
urged.

Registration Schedule
DATE 8:00-10:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m-12 . 100-3:00 pjn. 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Seniors Whose Last Name Begins With
May
May
May
May
May

2
3
4
5
6

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

6
9
10
11
12
13
16

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

17
18
19
20
23
24
25

May 25

Sa-Sm
Ps-R
Del-E
A-Bat
Gir-Hd

Sn-Th
Ti-Wk
Wel-Z
O-Pr
Mi.l-N
Ma-Mik
Cl-Dej
Bri-Ck
Bau-Brh
Kor-L
Jel-Koq,
He-Jek
F-Giq
Juniors Whose Last Name Begins With
Sa-Shn
Sho-Ste
Tu-Wh
Wl-Z
Rek-Rz
Stf-Tt
O-Pid
Mop-N
McL-Moo
Pie-Rej
Cre-Dn
Ch-Crd
Do-E
Ma-McK
Bal- Bil
Bim-Brn
A-Bak
Bro-Cg
Kj-Lan
Joi-Ki
Hol-Joh
Lao-Lz
Ga-Go
Gp-Harp
F
Harr-Hck
Sophomores Whose Last Name Begins With
Sho-Ste
Sa-Shn
Stf-Tt
Tu-Wh
Rek-Rz
Wi-Z
Pie-Rej
O-Pid
Mop-N
McL-Moo
Ma-M=K
Do-E
Ch-Crd
Cre-Dn
Bro-Cg
Bim-Brn
A-Gak
Bal-Bil
Lao-Lz
Kj-Lan
Hol-Joh
Joi-Ki
Harr-Hok
Gp-Harp
Ga-Go
F
Second Semester Freshman Whose Last Name Begins With
M-Z
A-L

PROF. ARVO PAAKARI

13 Teams Will Vie
In Oral Competition
Contestants from 13 colleges
and universities will participate
in an oral interpretation festival
on campus this weekend, the first
such event at an Ohio college.
Dr. Lois A. Cheney, instructor
in speech, said yesterday three
rounds of competitive interpretation performances are planned
Friday and Saturday.
Dr. Cheney, who is chairman

Officials Cite
Vacancies

For 'Bleed-In'
Officials yesterday urged students to fill the approximately
150 vacant appointments in the
"Viet Nam Bleed-In" blood donation campaign today and tomorrow.
Miss Mary Watt, campus coordinator for Bloodmoblle programs, said a few appointments have not been filled for
today's session and many
are still vacant for tomorrow.
She said persons wishing to
donate blood today should telephone the Union Activities Office for an appointment.Appolntments for tomorrow can be made
by calling the Memorial Hall
lobby, she said.
The donation program is designed to provide blood to aid
American soldiers fighting in
Viet Nam.
Persons who plan to donate
blood should get seven to eight
hours of sleep the night before,
eat breakfast and lunch the day
of the donation, and have something to eat immediately preceeding the appointment.
Miss Watt also said fattyfoods
should be avoided on the day of
donation.

More Volunteers Needed
By U.S. Teacher Corps
The U.S. Office of Education
has issued a call for National
Teacher Corps volunteers for
the 1966-67 school year.
The Corp's objective is to
reach and teach children in
poverty stricken areas.
"We need recent college graduates and experienced teachers,"
Commissioner of Education Harold Howe said.
Starting by mid-June,some
3,000 recruits selected from applicants will spend eight to 12
weeks of training at colleges
and universities, he said.
By September, Teacher Crops
teams should be ready to move
into 200 to 400 city and rural
poverty-area school systems

where help is requested, Mr.
Howe said.
During the training period,
recruits will take courses on the
sociology of poverty and the
teaching of educationally deprived children.

for a Teacher Corps team if more
than half the enrollment in at least
one school in the district consists
of children with families having
an income of less than $3,000
per year.

While in training, they will receive $75 per week plus $15 for
each dependent. On acceptance
by a local school agency. Teacher
Corps members will be paid at
the local salary level.

The National Teacher Corps
was authorized by the Higher Education Act of 1965. Appropriation requests for the remainder
of fiscal 1966 and for fiscal 1967
are before Congress and final
action on Teacher Corps applications must await its decision.
Requests
for
information
should be sent to the National
Teacher Corps, 400 Maryland
Ave„ S.W. , Washington, D.C.,
20202.

A May 31 deadline has been set
for applications from volunteers
and from school districts which
desire assistance from Corps
teams this fall.
School districts may qualify

Professor Arvo Puukarl, a
business authority from Finland,
will join the marketing department as a visiting professor next
year, Dr. Maurice I. Mandell,
department chairman, announced
yesterday.
Professor Puukari will teach
two marketing courses. International Marketing 479 and Principles of Marketing 330. He
will also assist in the development of the College of Business
Administration's
new inter-

of the festival, said that Dr.
Charlotte I. Lee, professor of
oral interpretation at Northwestern University, will be the
featured speaker.
Dr. Lee's address will open the
festival at 1 p.m. Friday in the
Dogwood Suite.
Her speech,
"In Other Words," is open to
the public.
Interpretation performances,
discussions by visiting instructors and a banquet will complete
Friday's schedule. The second
and third rounds of interpretation
performances are scheduledSaturday morning, with awards to be
presented at the 12:30 p.m. luncheon.
Representing the University
will be Crystal Wilhelm, a junior
speech and hearing therapy major, and Nancy Barrett, a sophomore speech major.
Two representatives from each
of these schools will also complete:
University of Dayton, Dennison University, Geneva College,
Heidelberg College, Central
Michigan University, Illinois
Wesleyan University, Oberlin
College,
Ohio Wesleyan University, Otterbein College, West
Virginia University, Wisconsin,
State University and Younstown
University.
Assisting Dr. Cheney with the
festival is Clarence Bans, speech
graduate student.

national business program.
The Finnish professor's visit
will mtet one of the program's
objectives by providing international business students the opportunity to learn first-hand business practices and problems in
foreign countries, said Dr. William R. Hoskins, international
business program director.
The University is also developing its own faculty members
by sending them abroad to gain
an understanding of the international business climate, Dr.
Hoskins added.
Professor Puukarl is presently a lecturer at the Graduate
School of Business Administration in Helsinki, Finland. He
has been a marketing consultant
with several Finnish industries
and also a consultant on interior
decoration marketing in Japan.
He is widely traveled and has
made many trips to the United
States. He has been associated
with the research department of
a major advertising agency and
with two leading American department stores. Included In
Professor Puukari's business
experience is the vice presidency
of Scandinavia's largest furniture manufacturing firm.
Professor .Puukari is
the
author of numerous articles and
books, two of which have been
published within the past six
months.

GIVE
BLOOD
Sez

Arnold Air Society
, Pershing Rifles
Royal Green
Angel Flight

TODAY
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dent use. More student gates will alto be
provided and there is expected to be Space for
4 to 5,000 automobiles to park on the east
$i<j#

STUDENTS WILL be given preferred seating
in the new football stadium, scheduled to be
ready for the first football game, Oct. 1 with
Dayton.
Eight thousand seats on the west
tide of the stadium will be set aside for stu-
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By ROSEM\RY KOVACS
Staff Writer
Students will have the best
seats in the new $2.8 million,
23,272 capacity stadium for the
Dayton-Bowling Green football
opener October L
That's the promise given yesterday
by James W. Lessig,
director of athletic promotions,
and Doyt L. Perry, athletic director.
Not only will students have the
best seats, but there will be plenty
of them available.
"About 8,000 of the 11,000permanent seats on the west side
will be reserved for the student,"

■
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Mr. Lessig said.
"And this
number can be increased easily."
"Students were given first
consideration in the planning of
the stadium which will eventually
house classrooms, offices, handball courts and four permanent
concession stands," Mr. Lessig
said.
"They'll be sitting on the west
side, which is best for them since
it is closest to the campus,"
Mr. Lessig explained.
"We'll be encouraging the students to walk to the stadium,
even though 4,000 to 5,000 parking spaces will be available on

98 New Members
Initiated by Honorary
Phi Kappa Phi, scholastic
honor society, initiated 48 alumni
three faculty members, four
graduate and 43 undergraduate
students Sunday.
Following the initiation and
reception a banquet was held in
the Dogwood Suite. The speaker
for the evening, Dr. Irwin I.
Oster, associate professor of
biology, spoke on "Genetics and
the Future of Man."
Faculty members initiated into
the organization were Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, professor of
English, Dr. Harvey E. Donley,
professor of accounting and Dr.
Theodore J. Jenson, dean of the
college of education.
Four graduate students were
included in the initiation. They
are Mrs. Betty DeTray, Miss
Martha Hosack, Mrs. Alice Stacey and Mrs. Joyce Tracey.

Sigma Nu
Pledges
Sez
Congratulations
LARRY
GREEK KING

The undergraduate students initiated were Clarence Bans,
Karen Balconi, Dora Boyer,
Thomzs Brauen, IsobelCo.iaway,
Neil Cornall, Lynn? Dvorak,
Marlene Eby.
Also Kenneth Fallows, Joseph
Foos, Anne Freeburne, Linda
Gooding, Karen Grah3m, Robert
Hopper, Susan Hull, James Jicha,
Mrs. Dor is Kin^, Daniel Kleman.
Karen Jollie, Ruth Liskai, Patricia Loveland, Nancy Lukey,
Joan McKee, Earl Mitchell.
Also Mrs. Ruth M otter, Leslie
Petty, Charlene Phillips, M.
Kathryn Prichard, Mrs.Jeannette Rusch, IreneSeamann, Ronald Schmid:, Janet Schrosder,
John Schumm, Patricia Shuster,
Dick Seama.i, Sus Steck, Mrs.
Virginia Thompson, RobertTiell,
Mrs. Elaine Vaia, Jerry VonDeylen, Lee Wallace and Shela
L. Weese.

CAROLYN - Queen

IK '

PaVk."tall*"and"picnic" grounds
for spring or summer
Complete catering service.
Cau 823-4975.
.....
...........
...
The Student Education Association
^c
Qf Education would
uke tQ expres£. thejr sincere ap,
preciation to those students who
participated in Teaching Career
Day as guides. We should„ like to
J^.*
avaiiaDie

( meeting>

Qf a

those

27,
at 7 p.m. in
307 Hanna Hall .
Please try to attend if at all
possible. Thank you.
who

helped>
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are wild about tuna fish.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
SUCHADEALI
Alpha Phi pledges say thank you
actives for the fabulous formal.

New Stadium
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Harsh. B. ext. 207.
1960 Red RenaultCaravelle hardtop convertible, 4-speed stick.
good condition, 35 miles per gal.
352-4641 after 3 pjn.

Happy birthday, Carol.This sounds
reasonable. Chuck.

j

FANG:
Possum Shot - Cripple
Creek Consolidated High School
Corsages, cut flowers, arrange- is incorrect. It was Cripple Posments, plants, free delivery. Call sum-Shot Creek. THUMPER.
anytime. Myles Flower Shop. 353
2802 and
352-2002.
The South will rise againl FANG.
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Rooms for September - 1030 E.
Wooster St. 354-0903.

Thumper -- what about Saturday
nights at the laundromatl

^^ I

Rally, Diny cow, and let's play
footballl 15 H.

The ZBT from Clayton would like
to meet S and B.

jf
#
the east side of the stadium,"
he said.
Getting into the stands also will
be a lot easier and faster, Mr.
Lessig pointed out, since there
will be more entrance gates for
students.
While construction on the new
curved stadium is progressing,
officials already are deep into
an extensive ticket promotion
sale aimed at students, parents,
alumni and other groups.
The season coupon book which
allows Bowling Green students
to see all home football and
basketball games for $3 may be
put on sale In May instead of next
fall, Mr. Lessig said.
"We'll be encouraging students
to invite their parents to the
games," he said.
"This is
prectically the first time in the
history of the University that
we can assure anyone who wants
to see a BG home game a ticket
and a good seat."
Ticket applications will be
mailed to parents in June, he said.
Reserved seat prices will be
$3.50 box seats $4.50 season
tickets $14 and box seat season tickets $18. Students without season ticket books can buy
tickets at 50 cents per game
ticket.

Instant Gift
Mailing
with

JEWEL
GREETINGS*
the complete gift
Attractive jewelry gifts,
ready to mail, with appropriate card In a beautiful
package. So much more
than a card- a so much
friendlier remembrance.
Twelve to choote from,
$2.50 and up.
•IU»WI
CERTIFIEO <Jr GEM0L0GIS1
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

DILL JEWELERS
129 S. Main St.
Phone 354-2042
Bowling Green, Ohio

GRAEBER-NICHOLS
Men & Women
Downtown
Here's our
hipskimmer in check
with embroidered
scallop trim. A pet,
with good reason, of
its Jantzen designer.
(She wears it, tool)
In white, played
on sugary pastels
as well as on bright
and dark colors.
50% Fortrel® polyester,
50% cotton.
Sizes 8-16

iust wear a smile

a»<iajantzen
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203 Hayes: No
Ordinary Room
If you are tired of the bleakness of the ordinary classroom,
drop by room 203 in Hayes HalL
Most classrooms present the
Bowling Green student with a
multi-colored tile floor, four
painted walls, and interesting assortment of desks and chairs
and a desolute blackboard.
In 203 Hayes, things are quite
a bit different.
Wall-to-wall carpeting, paneling, an acoustical ceiling and
a horseshoe arrangement of large
tables and armed chairs are but
a few of this room's accessories.
Several years ago the graduate
students
in the College of
Business decided they needed a
seminar-type room which would
facilitate student conversation.
The faculty in the College of
Business encouraged the idea
and after many hours of planning, revision and acquiring approval for their sketches, the
students themselves came up with
the plans for their room.
The project was financed by the
College of Business budget and
a reliable source estimated the
cost of the entire project to be
between $2,0O0-$2,5O0. He also
said the Graduate Student Committee was constantly adding to
its already impressive atmosphere and recently put several

On The Air
WBGU RADIO REVIEW
Wednesday, April 27, 1966
3:23
Sign On
3:25
News
3:30
Afternoon Musicole
4:00....World's Famous Music
5:00
Dinner Music and/or
Radio Workshop
6:00
News
6:10
Follow the Falcons
6:15
BBC World Report
6:30
Musicals Da Capo
7:00
Classical Music
8:30
Cincinnati Symphony
Orch. (6/8 starts De Bellis
Coll.)
9:25
News
9:30..Netherlands Composers
10:00
Sign OH
WBGU-TV
Wednesday, April 27, 1966
5:30....Kami Shibai with Kimi
5:45
Merlin The Magician
6:00
Channel 70 News
6:15
Sports Report
6:25
Weather Word
6:30
B-G Profiles
7:00
What's New
7:30..lntertel: The Difference
Between Us
8:30
Cinema 70: Man In
The White Suit
10:00
News Headlines

coat-of-arms on the walls. They
are presently planning for
the room to be air-conditioned.
Dr. Karl G.Rahdert, professor
of business administration and
graduate student director, said
the design of the room is especially effective because the students are challenged by case methods of study and are supposed
to "come up creatively with alternative solutions to real situations by orally analyzing and
evaluating cases."
The room holds up to 37 people
and the professor just stands back
and acts as a moderator and
"devil's advocate," Rahdert
said.
By the way, all the furniture
in 203 Hayes was supplied by the
"Prison Industries" in Mansfield. Ohio.

203 HAYES' is no ordinary classroom. This
seminar-type room sports wall-to-wall carpeting and arm chairs for the use of graduate
students in the College of Business. Thirty-

seven students can be seated around the
horseshoe arrangement of tables. Other special features include wood paneling and an
acoustical ceiling. (Photo by Mike Kohl in.)

International Flavor

Students Dish Up Variety
By MARILYN DRAPER
Feature Editor
"Is
there
enough food?
I mean, can we go back for seconds?" More than one student
asked this question after his first
taste of the specialties dished up
at the Around the World Banquet at North Hall Sunday evening.
The banquet was sponsored bythe international floor in North
Hall and their guests were the
men of the international floor
in Harshman A.
The dinner was served buffetstyle and every dish represented
a different country, starting off
with Hawaiian punch for appetizers. The main dish was lasagne, representing Italy and prepared by Maria Micallef, a graduate student from Malta and a
resident in North Hall.
Also on the international menu
was cheeze fondu, representing
Switzerland and made by Paula
Lampman from a recipe provided
by Swiss student Ursula Weber.
China was represented by egg
rolls, Germany by German chocolate cake, France by bon bons
and Thailand by oriental tea prepared by Lois Yu, graduate student from Taiwan.
'The United States was represented by a watermelon basket
of fruit and huge molds of Jello
prepared by North Hall's cafeteria staff.
"The guys really liked the
fondu," said Sue Milbrodt, a corridor representative in North.

The kitchen crew was not completely
free
of problems,
however. The cheese fondu which
consists of pieces of bread dipped
in a cheese sauce, began to
thicken when the flame under
the serving dish went out.
"The sauce has to be liquid
so that it will saturate the bread,"
Miss Weber said. Theflamewas
quickly rekindled, however and
the sauce made a big hit with
the residents from both living
units.
Another problem occurred with
the lasagne, namely a shortage of
noodles. "When I found out we
didn't have enough noodles, my
mind went blank," Miss Micallef
said. "I Just didn't know what to
do. It's my temperament. But,
Mr. Hartsell was Just wonderful.
He got everything we needed."
James K. Hartsell is manager

time. They really did."
"It was different because of
the fact that we had something
in common with the guys," Miss
Milbrodt said, "even though we
didn't know many of them."
Kathryn Rupp, another counselor on the international floor,
said, "I felt a closeness. All of
use worked together to make it
a success."
The banquet was held in the
activities lounge at North Hall.
The lounge was decorated with
travel
posters and Japanese

lanterns, to coincide with the
theme, "Around the World."
"The time went by so quickly,"
Miss Rupp said. "What hit the
spot was the singing at the end.
It finished it off on a good note."
The music was provided by
three residents from Harshman
A who sang, among other things,
a song about an unsuccessful romance between a lobster and a
crab.
The musicians were Peter
Weatherhead, who played the guitar, Stephen Rees and Ray
Sweigert.

Swing into Spring,
f
with
The "U" Shop

of the dining hall services in McDonald Quadrangle.
"I don't
know what we would have done
without him," Miss Micallef said.
"You should have seen us
cooking it," she added. "But I
improvised with more tomatoes,
meat, eggs, milk and corn starch.
It turned out great--just as if
we didn't have that mishap and
when I was Dr. Shuck come for
a second helping I was really in
heaven."
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, director
of the
International Student
Center, and his wife were special
guests for the event.

1

The American dish was wellliked too. "I just loved that salad," Miss Micallef said. "All
those fruitsl When I get home
I'm going to scoop a watermelon
like that."
"It came off so well," said
Judy Debelak, counselor in North
Hall. "1 looked around and everyone seemed to be having a good
JUDI - Frosh

Blouse 4.95
Berms 11.95
SHATZEL, the hole with soul, mokes the scene on campus
again-this time through sweatshirts that Shatzel residents
have been sporting this week. Pictured above are (left) Dan
Nagy and (right) Jeff Gibson. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

I

PHONE SSI-SIM
(St EAST WOOSTM ST.
■OWLINO OREEM, OHIO
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LUAN WARD

JAN FLINN

KATHY SCHARMANN

CINDY STROM

CAROLYN BECKS

ZOETSA LARAS

BARB DIENST

LONNA DANGLER

Queen Election Tomorrow

■1

Students will vote tomorrowfor
May Queen and hsr court, to
reign over the Spring Weekend
festivities at the end of the week.
Junior, sophomore and freshman attendants will be chosen by
the voters. The five qjeen candidates receiving the most votes
will be interviewed by a panel
of Judges, who will make the
final selection.
The five will be judged on the
basis of poise, personality, and
the ability to answer the Judges
questions.
Tne queen and her court will
be announced at the coronation
Friday night.
Polling places are: the Union
for seniors and Juniors, University Hall for sophomores, and
Founders and Kohl for freshmen.

CONNIE MOON

r -«*="-

.
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BARB PERES
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The candidates for freshman
attendant are Donna Kettlewell,
Harmon; Lynn Campbell, Lowry;
Pat Wlntucky, Mooney;SaraLundin, Treadway; Debbie Kline,
Prout; Sue Stewart, UnitC; Annette Gaynor, Unit D; PamSmith,
East.
Also, Nina Davenport, North;
Sharyn Lyon, West; Barbara
Nuss, Alpha Chi Omega; Suzi
Sheets, Alpha Delta Pi; Judith
Folkreth, Alpha Gamma Delta;
Linda Shellenberger, Alpha Phi;
Anne Stevens, Alpha XI Delta.
Also Judy Nelson, Chi Omega;

Sally Daugherty, Delta Gamma;
Pam Shaw, Delta Zeta; JoAnn
James, Gamma Phi Beta; Jan
Hendricks, Kappa Delta, and Lynda Solt, Phi Mu.
The sophomore candidates are
Lynn Taylor, Prout; Judy Rarick,
Unit C; Kathy Wyen, Unit D;
Linda Lee, East; JoArni Pappas,
north; Jacqueline Daniels, West;
Diane Rolli, Alpha Chi Omega;
Paula Oxley, Alpha Delta Pi.
Also Barbara Ryle, Alpha
Gamma Delta; Denise Gielinski,
Alpha Phi; Fran Peskor, Alpha
Xi Delta; Sue Channin, Chi Omega; Sally Bryden, Delta Gamma;
Diane Wilkinson, DeltaZeta; Sandy Schill, Gamma Phi Beta; Carol
Guyer, Kappa Delta and Dolly
Scerba, Phi Mu.
The Junior candidates are Mary
Ellen McCraw, Prout; Laurel
Heimer, Unit C; Fran Donnelly,
Unit D; Annette Gajewski, East,
Carolyn Bodle, North; Claire
Wilson, West, Carole Dugan, Alpha Chi Omega; Karen Connor,
Alpha Delta Pi; Irene Drew, Alpha Gamma Delta; Kathy Hearns,
Alpha Phi,
Also Margie Parmenter, Alpha Xi Delta; Jane Ulmer, Chi
Omega; Gayle Conroy, Delta
Gamma; Judy Brinker. Delta'/eta
Patti Mitchell, Gamma Phi Beta;
Kay Garrett, Kappa Delta, and
Marilyn Miller, Phi Mu.

The queen candidates are Susan Lewis, Prout; Jan Kemp,
Unit C; Barb Peres, Unit D;
Carol Evans, East; Jan Flinn,
North; Pat Kessler.Wesf.Zoetsa
Laras, Alpha Chi Omega; Carolyn Fahncke, Alpha Delta Pi.
Also Carolyn Becks, Alpha
Gamma Delta; Liz Luckie, Alpha
Phi; Lonna Dangler, Alpha Xi
Delta; Linda Vollmayer, Chi
Omega; Connie Moon, Delta
Gamma; Cindy
Strom, Delta
Zeta; Luan Ward, Gamma Phi
Beta; Barb Dienst, Kappa Delta
and Kathy Scharmann, Phi Mu.
IRENE -Junior

LINDA VOLLMAYER

LIZ LUCKIE

BE A

STEWARDESS
FOR UNITED
AIR LINES

If you're a Bowling Green
woman with a desire to go
places...be someone, look
to an exciting future as a
stewardess with America's
leading air line, UNITED
AIR LINES.
Qualifications include: Age
20-26 (19Ji to apply), single,
5'2"-5'9" weight in proportion, high school graduate,
desire to serve the traveling public.

Contact our local
Stewardess Representative
MISS MARCIA ALBRIGHT
EXT. 496 for
APRIL 27 INTERVIEW
or contact
PLACEMENT OFFICE

UNITED
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Falcons Working ] MSU Foe ] Lessig Named
On'Loose Attack' (For Falcons | Freshman Coach
By LARRY DONALD
Issue Editor

The sun was only a camouflage for the chill In the Athens
air last fall, but it couldn't hide
the groans of the Bowling Green
fans as Stew Williams took a
handoff from Dwight Wallace.
It was fourth down and four,
and Williams sweeping toward
the sideline hardly seemed like
an appropriate play considering
that BG was on the Ohio 36yard-line and trailing 7-0.
Suddenly, almost too sudden
for comprehension, Williams'big
right arm flashed in the air and
sent the football 30 yards into
Dave Cranmer's arms. The surprise play set up a touchdown.
Things were like that in the
passing departme.it last fall for
Bowling Green. The lack of a
consistent passing attack was
possibly the biggest headache
for Bob Gibson all season.
It gave the opponents' defense
an opportunity to jam u? the middle and stop Bowling Green's
power. This spring.Gibson is
making some changes.
"We have to loosen up our
attack to make the inside attack,
which is our strong point, go,"
he said. "We are going to open
up the game and see how much
the passing is needed to open
it."
This means mu:h pressure
will fall on the halfbacks.

"Garett (Paul) may be the key
man," he said. "He has great
speed and if he can give us the
great outside running, our passing will not be such a major
factor."
Two lettermen appear to have
the best shot at getting the starting quarterback call. Russ Jacques, who pushed Dwight Wallace for a starting job last year,
and Dick Waring are the candidates*
"Who the starting quarterback
is may very well depend on who
the starting halfback is," Gibson
said. "I just don't know how
much passing we are going to
need to open up our offense."
Of course another question is
who will be on the other end of
the aerials from Jacqjes and
Waring.
Gibson's feeling here is that
if the ball is out there he has
the men who can get it. Jamie
Rivers and M.ke Weger are probably the best pass catchers on
the team, but Bob Heider and
Dick Wagoner are also capable
receivers.
And once or twice at important points in the season Williams caught passes (against Ken:
and Miami).
The Falcons held a maice-up
scrimmage yesterday following
Saturday's washout. They wind
up practice next week, with the
Orange-Brown clash. May 7 at
3 p.m.

Kent Golfers Invade
For Home Opener
The Bowling Green golf team
will try for the second time to
open its 1966 home season this
afternoon, when the Kent State
Golden Flashes teeoff against
the Falcons at 1 p.m.
Saturday's scheduled opener
with Hillsdale and Marshall had
to be cancelled because of rain.
Kent State will send four sophomores against the Falcons, with
Jack Bonar, John Rutherford,
Larry Horner, and Doug Cooper,
all sophomores, leading the attack.
The Flashes have split in two
matches with Marshall, losing
to Toledo 10-8 and defeating the
University of Kentucky, who
downed the BG linksmen 12 1/2
to 11 1/2, by a 9 1/2 - 8 1/2
margin.
Coach Forrest Creason will go
with the same six men he played
against Toledo and Marshall on
Friday, Sophomore Mike McCullough will lead the Falcons,
with Ed Theis, PatMcGohan,Ron
Whitehouse, Tom 3ollinger, and
Ron Apple rounding out the sixman team.
McCullough copped medalist
honors in the Toledo-Marshall
contests with a 73. Theis added
a 79, McGohan and Whitehouse
carded 75s, while Bollinger fell
to an 82, and Apple shot a 77.
Creason is looking forward
to the opener with great enthusiasm. He said, "After doing so well on the road (7-5-1)
against some of the better teams
in the country, I am really looking forward to our home matches.
I hope the weather is better than
it's been in our matches thus far.
The only day we had what you
could call good weather was at
Notre Dame."
The Falcon mentor is not taking Kent State lightly. "They have
one of their finest teams in
years," Creason commented,
"They have beaten Marshall and
Kentucky, both of which beat us,
and they only lost to Toledo, 10-8,

while we could do no better than
tie them."

I In Lacrosse!

James Lessig has been appointed as director of athletic
promotions and freshman basketball coach. Athletic Director
Doyt Perry announced yesterday.

The Bowling Green lacrosse
team will hit the road for the
first time this year when It
travels to East Lansing this afternoon to take on the Michigan
State Lacrosse Club.

Mr. Lessig, a 1957 University
graduate, has held the position
of assistant director of development here for the past year.
Previously he was the university's coordinator of space assignments.

The Falcons and Michigan State
each won at home in their two
1965 meetings. The Hixson Division competition has been altered to a single round robin this
season, however, so today's game
will be the only meeting between
the pair.
"Michigan State is probably the
strongest club team in the Midwest Lacrosse Association Conference, and this includes such
teams as Ball State, Ohio I .,
Michigan, and Notre Dame,"
said CoachMickeyCochrane yesterday. "They have a middie,
Bill Muir, who was named to
the All-Midwest Association
Team in 1965, and he's back this
year to give us more trouble,"
Cochrane added: "I'm sure we
can beat Michigan State if we
can play the caliber of lacrosse
that I know we're capable of
playing.
When this season
started, I said that we had a
young team and needed experience. Well, we're starting to
get it, and we are improving with
every game."
A win over Michigan State
would put the Bowling Green lacrosse team over .500 for the
first time this season. Its current record is 1-1.
Michigan State's record is 22. The Spartans posted a 12-1
victory over Michigan In their
opener but lost their second game
to a tough Kenyon club, 14-7.

In the coaching field, Lessig
lists a 74-27 basketball record
with four years of experience.
He served as an assistant coach
at Glenwood High School for three
years and was head coach at
Marlington High School for one
year.
Mr. Lessig, a native of Canton
and a graduate of Canton Lincoln, lettered in both football and
basketball in high school, then
played freshman basketball at
Bowling Green. When he graduated from Bowling Green, he was
awarded the Distinguished Service Award and the ROTC Distinguished
Military
Student
Award.
After graduation, heservedfor
two years in the United States

JAMES LESSIG
Air Force at Kirtland Air Base,
N.M., where he coached basketball.
With Lessig taking over the
freshman position, Robert Conibear will now assume the post
of varsity assistant coach. In
his two years with the freshman
program Conibear posted a
22-13 basketball record.

Intramural Notes
Entries for the spring allcampus golf tournament are
available at the IM office, 200
Men's Gym, or from fraternity
and dorm athletic chairmen. The
tournament will be held Saturday
morning on the University golf
course.
Contestants must provide their

own equipment and nominal
greens fee will be charges. Entries are due Friday.
Entries are now available for
the 1966 intramural track and
field meet. Preliminaries will
be held May 10 and finals on
May 12,

The course is expected to be
in excellent condition for the
match. It was "groomed nicely"
according to- Creason for Saturday's scheduled contest, but the
rain washed out the contest
shortly after the first two groups
had teed.off.

HOW'S. YOIIK FLIP SIIIK?
DeVicenzo Wins
DALLAS (AP) -- Argentine
Golfer
Roberto De Vicenzo
came from four strokes behind
and won the Dallas Open Golf
Tournament
yesterday. De
Vicenzo fired a four under par
67 in the final round, and finished with a 72 hole total of
276.
The South American Golfer
started the final round tied for
ninth place.
He finished one stroke in
front of three golfers who tied
for second place, Harold Henning, Ray Floyd and Joe Campbell.

Jay and The Americans
have a hit on both
sides of their new album,
"Sunday and Me".
It

. ....\:,m

imetaum m

You can match that with a
Paris Reversible Belt.
The Paris Blazer
Stripe Reversible has
a wild stripe on one
side that you can cool
to split cowhide with
one twist of the swivel
buckle. $4.00. The Paris
Reversible Buckle Belt
goes from brown to black
with just the flip of its
buckle. $4.00.
You'll flip for these new
Paris belts because
they flip for you.

PAICISKHLTS
JOOO DIS H«INIS AVlNUt. OIJ KAINCS.

Avatlobto ol these compos store*

LEITMAN'S
Bowling Green, O.
As advertised in Playboy and Cavafier
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Queen Election Tomorrow
Students will vote tomorrow for
M.iy Queen and her court, to
reign over the Spring Weekend
festivities at the end of the week.
Junior, sophomore and freshman attendants will be chosen by
the voters. The five queen candidates receiving the most votes
will be interviewed by a panel
of judges, who will make the
final selection.
The five will be judged on the
basis of poise, personality, and
the ability to answer th2 judges
questions.
Tne queen and her court will
be announced at the coronation
Friday night.
Polling places are: the Union
for seniors and juniors, University Kail for sophomores, and
Founders and Kohl for freshmen.

BARB PERES

The candidates for freshman
attendant are Donna Kettlewell,
Harmon; Lynn Campbell, Lowry;
Pat Wlntucky, Mooney;SaraLundin, Treadway; Debbie Kline,
Prout; Sue Stewart, UnitC; Annette Gaynor, Unit D; PamSmith,
East.
Also, Nina Davenport, North;
Sharyn Lyon, West; Barbara
Nuss, Alpha Chi Omega; Suzi
Sheets, Alpha Delta Pi; Judith
Folkreth, Alpha Gamma Delta;
Linda Shellenberger, Alpha Phi;
Anne Stevens, Alpha Xi Delta.
Also Judy Nelson, Chi Omega;

Sally Daugherty, Delta Gamma;
Pam Shaw, Delta Zeta; JoAnn
James, Gamma Phi Beta; Jan
Hendricks, Kappa Delta, and Lynda Solt, Phi Mu.
The sophomore candidates are
Lynn Taylor, Prout; Judy Rarick,
Unit C; Kathy Wyen, Unit D;
Linda Lee, East; JoAnn Pappas,
north; Jacqueline Daniels, West;
Diane Rolli, Alpha Chi Omega;
Paula Oxley, Alpha Delta Pi.
Also Barbara Ryle, Alpha
Gamma Delta; Denise Gielinski,
Alpha Phi; Fran Peskor, Alpha
Xi Delta; Sue Channin, Chi Omega; Sally Bryden, Delta Gamma;
Diane Wilkinson, Delta Zeta; Sandy Schill, Gamma Phi Beta; Carol
Guyer, Kappa Delta and Dolly
Scerba, Phi Mu.
The junior candidates are Mary
Ellen McGraw, Prout; Laurel
Heimer, Unit C; Fran Donnelly,
Unit D; Annette Gajewski, East,
Carolyn Bodle, North; Claire
Wilson, West, Carole Dugan, Alpha Chi Omega; Karen Connor,
Alpha Delta Pi; Irene Drew, Alpha Gamma Delta; Kathy Hearns,
Alpha Phi.
Also Margie Parmenter, Alpha Xi Delta; Jane Ulmer, Chi
Omega; Gayle Conroy, Delta
Gamma; Judy Brlnker, Delta Zeta
Pattl Mitchell, Gamma Phi Beta;
Kay Garrett, Kappa Delta, and
Marilyn MiUer, Phi Mu.

The queen candidates are Susan Lewis, Prout; Jan Kemp,
Unit C; Barb Peres, Unit D;
Carol Evans, East; Jan Flinn,
North; Pat Kessler.West-.Zoetsa
Laras, Alpha Chi Omega; Carolyn Fahncke, Alpha Delta Pi.
Also Carolyn Becks, Alpha
Gamma Delta; Liz Luckie, Alpha
Phi; Lonna Dangler, Alpha Xi
Delta; Linda Vollmayer, Chi
Omega; Connie Moon, Delta
Gamma; Cindy
Strom, Delta
Zeta; Luan Ward, Gamma Phi
Beta; Barb Dienst, Kappa Delta
and Kathy Scharmann, Phi Mu.
IRENE -Junior

4*1
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STEWARDESS
FOR UNITED
AIR LINES -

If you're a Bowling Green
woman with a desire to go
places...be someone, look
to an exciting future as a
stewardess with America's
leading air line, UNITED
AIR LINES.
Qualifications include: Age
20-26 (19'j to apply), single,
5'2"-5'9" weight in propertion, high school graduate,
desire to serve the traveling public.

Contact our local
Stewardess Representative
MISS MARCIA ALBRIGHT
EXT. 496 for
APRIL 27 INTERVIEW
or contact
PLACEMENT OFFICE

UNITED
■■■^■H

An Equal Opportunity Employr
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Falcons Working j MSU Foe I Lessig Named
On'Loose Attack' | For Falcons ( Freshman Coach
By LARRY DONALD
Issue Editor

The sun was only a camouflage for the chill In the Athens
air last fall, but it couldn't hide
the groans of the Bowling Green
fans as Stew Williams took a
handoff from Dwight Wallace.
It was fourth down and four,
and Williams sweeping toward
the sideline hardly seemed like
an appropriate play considering
that BG was on the Ohio 36yard-line and trailing 7-0.
Suddenly, almost too sudden
for comprehension, Williams' big
right arm flashed in the air and
sent the football 30 yards into
Dave Cranmer's arms. The surprise play set up a touchdown.
Things were like that in the
passing department last fall for
Bowling Green. The lack of a
consistent passing attack was
possibly the biggest headache
for Bob Gibson all season.
It gave the opponents' defense
an opportunity to jam up the middle and stop Bowling Green's
power. This spring,Gibson is
making some changes.
"We have to loosen up our
attack to make the inside attack,
which is our strong point, go,"
he said. "We are going to open
up the game and see how much
the passing is needed to open
it."
This means much pressure
will fall on the halfbacks.

"Garett (Paul) may be the key
man," he said. "He has great
speed and if he can give us the
great outside running, our passing will not be such a major
factor."
Two lettermen appear to have
the best shot at getting the starting quarterback call. Russ Jacques, who pushed Dwight Wallace for a starting job last year,
and Dick Waring are the candidates.
"Who the starting quarterback
is may very well depend on who
the starting halfback is," Gibson
said. "I just don't know how
much passing we are going to
need to open up our offense."
Of course another question is
who will be on the other end of
the aerials from Jacqaes and
Waring.
Gibson's feeling here is that
if the ball is out there he has
the men who can get it. Jamie
Rivers and M.ke Weger are probably the best pass catchers on
the team, but Bob Heider and
Dick Wagoner are also capable
receivers.
And once or twice at important points in the season Williams caught passes (against Kent
and Miami).
The Falcons held a maice-up
scrimmage yesterday following
Saturday's washout. They wind
up practice next week, with the
Orange-Brown clash. May 7 at
3 p.m.

Kent Golfers Invade
For Home Opener
The Bowling Green golf team
will try for the second time to
open its 1966 home season this
afternoon, when the Kent State
Golden Flashes teeoff against
the Falcons at 1 p.m.
Saturday's scheduled opener
with Hillsdale and Marshall had
to be cancelled because of rain.
Kent State will send four sophomores against the Falcons, with
Jack Bonar, John Rutherford,
Larry Horner, and Doug Cooper,
all sophomores, leading the attack.
The Flashes have split in two
matches with Marshall, losing
to Toledo 10-8 and defeating the
University of Kentucky, who
downed the BG links men 12 1/2
to 11 1/2, by a 9 1/2 - 8 1/2
margin.
Coach Forrest Creason will go
with the same six men he played
against Toledo and Marshall on
Friday. Sophomore Mike McCullough will lead the Falcons,
with Ed Theis, PatMcCohan,Ron
Whitehouse, Tom Bollinger, and
Ron Apple rounding out the sixman team.
McCullough copped medalist
honors in the Toledo-Mars hall
contests with a 73. Theis added
a 79, McGohan and Whitehouse
carded 75s, while Bollinger fell
to an 82, and Apple shot a 77.
Creason is looking forward
to the opener with great enthusiasm. He said, "After doing so well on the road (7-5-1)
against some of the better teams
in the country, I am really looking forward to our home matches.
I hope the weather is better than
it's been in our matches thus far.
The only day we had what you
could call good weather was at
Notre Dame."
The Falcon mentor Is not taking Kent Statelightly."They have
one of their finest teams in
years," Creason commented,
"They have beaten Marshall and
Kentucky, both of which beat us,
and tbey only lost to Toledo, 10- 8,

while we coald do no better than
tie them."

I In LacrosseS
The Bowling Green lacrosse
team will hit the road for the
first time this year when it
travels to East Lansing this afternoon to take on the Michigan
State Lacrosse Club.
The Falcons andMichiganState
each won at home in their two
1965 meetings. The llixson Division competition has been altered to a single round robin this
season, however, so today's game
will be the only meeting between
the pair.
"Michigan State is probably the
strongest club team in the Midwest Lacrosse Association Conference, and this includes such
teams as Ball State, Ohio U,
Michigan, and Notre Dame,"
said CoachMickeyCochrane yesterday. "They have a middle,
Bill Mulr, who was named to
the A11-Midwest Association
Team in 1965, and he's back this
year to give us more trouble,"
Cochrane added: "I'm sure we
can beat Michigan State if we
can play the caliber of lacrosse
that I know we're capable of
playing.
When this season
started, I said that we had a
young team and needed experience. Well, we're starting to
get it, and we are improving with
every game."
A win over Michigan State
would put the Bowling Green lacrosse team over .500 for the
first time this season. Its current record is 1-1.
Michigan State's record Is 22. The Spartans posted a 12-1
victory over Michigan in their
opener but lost their second game
to a tough Kenyon club, 14-7.

James Lessig has been appointed as director of athletic
promotions and freshman basketball coach, Athletic Director
Doyt Perry announced yesterday.
Mr. Lessig, a 1957University
graduate, has held the position
of assistant director of development here for the past year.
Previously he was the university's coordinator of space assignments.
In the coaching field, Lessig
lists a 74-27 basketball record
with four years of experience.
He served as an assistant coach
atGlenwood HighSchoolfor three
years and was head coach at
Marlington High School for one
year.
Mr. Lessig, a native of Canton
and a graduate of Canton Lincoln, lettered in both football and
basketball in high school, then
played freshman basketball at
Bowling Green. When he graduated from Bowling Green, he was
awarded the Distinguished Service Award and the ROTC Distinguished
Military
Student
Award.
After graduation, he served for
two years in the United States

JAMES LESSIG
Air Force at Kirtland Air Base,
N.M., where he coached basketball.
With Lessig taking over the
freshman position, Robert Conibear will now assume the post
of varsity assistant coach. In
his two years with the freshman
program Conibear posted a
22- 13 basketball record.

Intramural Notes
Entries for the spring allcampus golf tournament are
available at the IM office, 200
Men's Gym, or from fraternity
and dorm athletic chairmen. The
tournament will be held Saturday
morning on the University golf
course.
Contestants must provide their

own equipment and nominal
greens fee will be charges. Entries are due Friday.
Entries are now available for
the 1966 intramural track and
field meet. Preliminaries will
be held May 10 and finals on
May 12.

The course is expected to be
in excellent condition for the
match. It was "groomed nicely"
according to- Creason for Saturday's scheduled contest, but the
rain washed out the contest
shortly after the first two groups
had teed-off.

DeVicenzo Wins
DALLAS (AP) -- Argentine
Golfer
Roberto De Vicenzo
came from four strokes behind
and won the Dallas Open Golf
Tournament
yesterday. De
Vicenzo fired a four under par
67 In the final round, and finished with a 72 hole total of
276.
The South American Golfer
started the final round tied for
ninth place.
He finished one stroke in
front of three golfers who tied
for second place, Harold Henning, Ray Floyd and Joe Campbell.

HOW'S YOIIK FIJI' SIIIE?
Jay and The Americans
have a hit on both
sides of their new album,
"Sunday and Me".
aunm

You can match that with a
Paris Reversible Belt.
The Paris Blazer
Stripe Reversible has
a wild stripe on one
side that you can cool
to split cowhide with
one twist of the swivel
buckle. $4.00. The Par/s
Reversible Buckle Belt
goes from brown to black
with just the flip of its
buckle. $4.00.
You'll flip for these new

"Ztt^T

PAKI8-BBLT8
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Avaiiobleoilhm

LEHMAN'S
Bowling Green, O.
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Falcons Battle To 0-0 Tie
By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor

JOHN FROBOSE pitched the final innings for the Falcons in
their 0-0 tie against Ohio State. Bud Burkle and Frobose combined for a two-hitter.

Williams Ready
For TU Meet
The Bowling Green track team
travels to the University of Toledo today for its first M-d-American Conference clash.
Keynotlng the Falcon attack
will be Henry Williams, who is
expected to be ready for the
Rocket meet. Williams, the
Orange and Brown's 9.4 100yard-dash ma.i, has been out of
action with a pulled leg muscle
since the American University
Relays during the spring break.
Williams should have his hands
full with teammate Tom Wright,
who recorded a 9.7 clocking in
the 100 during last Saturday's
Ohio Relays. At any rate, the
Falcon sprinters should dominate the competition in the 100yard and 220-yard dashes, plus
have additional strength in both
the 440-yard and mile relays
with William's return.
In the distance department Bob
Parks, three- mile winner at the
Ohio Relays, will be leading the
team in the events. Parks has
raced to new BG mile and twomile records, logging a 4: 19
mile and 9:23.5 for the two mile.
Strong Falcon contenders in
the 440-yard run are Bob C lasen and John Flatter. Both men
recorded times under the 50aecond mark earlier in the season.
The half mile could be BG's
strongest event depth-wise, as
Coach Mel Brodt can run any

Candlestick Park step back.
You no longer are the windiest ball park in all of baseball. In fact, you aren't even
a close second.
Warren Steller Field has that
questionable distinction and it
was never more evident than
last night.
For ten innings, two hours and
fifty minutes and two slightly
frost-bitten umpires Ohio State
and the Falcons tried to play
ball. It was a gallant effort,
but the elements wouldn't permit
it.
W hen it was finally called. State
had two hits, BG five and neither
team had scored.
Was it worth it?
"Yes, it enabled us to play
ten innings against good competition," said Falcon coach Dick
Young. "It was a lot better than
jus: practicing. However, the
wind blowing straight in prevented either team from hitting
the ball very far."
Catcher Stan Evans chimed in
with an assuring, "At least in
a game you can move around.
In practice you stand still and
the wind and cold get to you
more."
Who moves around,Stan? Catchers maybe, sportswriters no.
Bud Burkle went ths first seven
innings for BG and allowed both
Buckeye hits. Burkle, who is
slated to pitch this weekend
against Marshall, was only scheduled for a five-inning stint.
"I was going to pull him after
five but he wasn't throwing many
pitches so I decided to stick with

of five proven trackmen. Bob
Parks, Bob Knoll, Bob Clasen,
Ralph Canady, and Terry Oilman are all capable of finishing
the two lapper under the 2 minutes.
The pole vault will have Bruce
Baty, who soared over 14 feet
to establish a new varsity record in the rainy Ohio Relays.
In the shot put, Tom Gibson
will carry the load, as the big
sophomore tests his ability against theveteranTU weight men.

Packers Deal
With Rams
LOS ANGELES
(AP)--The
Green Bay Packers and Los Angeles Rams swung a deal yesterday with veteran runiing back
Tom Moore and quarterback Ron
Smith the key figures.
Moore is switching to the
Rams. Smith is moving to the
Packers.

Wings Top Hubs
MONTREAL (Special) -- The
Detroit Red Wings erupted for
four goals in the third period
here last night to score a 5-2
victory over the defending Stanley Cup champion Montreal
Canadians.
The win gives Detroit a 2-0
edge In the best of seven final
series.

Major League
Standings
AMERICAN
W L PCT. GB
Cleveland
9 0 1.000
Baltimore
9 1 .900 h
Chicogo
8 3 .725 2
Detroit
9 4 .692 2
California
6 5 .545 4
Minnesota
4 6 .400 5H
Boston
3 8 .273 7
Kansas City
2 8 .200
Washington
2 9 .182 8
New York
2 10 .167
Yesterday
New York 7, Boston 6
Cleveland 4, Kansas City 0
Chicago 4, Washington 0
Baltimore 7, California 3
Minnesota at Detroit, ppd., cold
Today
Washington ot New York
Chicago at Boston
Minnesota at Baltimore, night
California at Cleveland, night
Kansas City at Detroit, night
NATIONAL
W L PCT.GB
Pittsburgh
9 4 .692 -San Francisco
9 4 .692
Atlanta
8 5 .615 1
Philadelphia
6 5 ' .545 2
St. Louis
6 5 .545 2
Los Angeles
7 6 .538 2
Houston
6 8 .429 3ft
New York
4 6 .400 3ft
Chicago
3 9 .250 5ft
Cincinnati
2 8 .200 5ft
Yesterday
New York 14, Chicago 11
Atlanta at San Francisco, night
St. Louis at Los Angeles, night
Today
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Cincinnati at San Francisco
New York at Philadelphia, night
Atlanta at Los Angeles, night

m
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OHIO STATE
AB R H
4 0 0
Shoup rf
3 0
Graham 3b
4 0
Rein If
2 0
Nagelson lb
3 0
Baker cf
4 0
Sexton ss
3 0
Brinkman c
2 0
Heine 2b
2 0
Heinfeld p
0 0
Copp 2b
1 0
Swain p
28 0
TEAM

RBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

BOWLING GREEN
Baird 3b
White If
Godby cf
Evans c
Rose ss
Jewell rf
Kashmer 2b
Murray lb
Burkle p
Snavley ph
Frobose p
Doty ph
Perry ph
TEAM
OSU
BG

AB R H
4
3
4
4
4
3
4
3
2
1
0
1
1
34

E RBI
0 0

000 000 000 0-0
000 000 000 0-0

COACH DICK YOUNG studies the situation at yesterday's game. The hitters, as
well as the weather, were
ice c old.

Indians Win
9th Straight
CLEVELAND (Special)- - The
Cleveland Indians can do no
wrong.
Last night the Indians stretched their opening season winning streak to nine straight
games to tie the American
League record by defeating
Kansas City, 4-0. TheSt.Louis
Browns held the record for 22
years, winning their first nine
in 1944.
Luis Tiant fired his second
shutout of the season on a
masterful three hit performance while striking out 12. Earlier this season Tiant fanned
nine.
Larry Brown blasted a line
drive home run with two outs
in the second inning off loser
Chuck Dobson, and as it turned
out, that was all the help Tiant
needed.
But the Indians gave Tiant
a bigger cushion in the fifth
when catcher Duke Sims connected on another Dobson
gopher ball and jogged around
the bases after Brown, who had
walked, and the Indians were in
front 3-0.
The American League leaders added one more run in
the fifth inning on the speed of
little Vic Davillio. After singling, Vic raced all the way to
third on a pickoff attempt that
sailed over the first baseman's
head and ended up in right
field. Soon after, he touched
home on a wild pitch.
Like Dobson, Tiant had
trouble in the fifth, but unlike
Dobson, Luis worked his way
out of the jam. The Athletics
loaded the bases in the top of
the fifth, but Tiant bore down
and closed the door.

KROGER
SUMMER JOBS
Kroger needs men for summer vacation relief work as Meat Apprentices. Full time,
all summer at $2.51 per hour. Opportunity
In Toledo and Northwestern Ohio.

ANNOUNCING
CLASS RING DAY
FRIDAY APRIL 29th
in the University Bookstore
A representative of the John Roberts Company will be on campus in the University
Bookstore to give personal attention to your
class ring interest.

him until his arm tightened up,"
Young related. "He only threw
90 pitches ir. seven innings and
that isn't very many."
Burkle struck out seven Ohioans and his successor, John Frobose, fireballed his way past
three Bucks in finishing up.
Dan GodbyandTed Rose cracked two hits apiece for the Falcons, who now stand at 8-3-1.
Warren Balrd picked up the other
hit with a perfectly placed bunt.
The Orange and Brown never
mounted a serious threat, not
moving a runner past second
base, while Ohio State pushed
runners to third base on two
occasions.
Attempting to sacrifice in the
ninth, Bo Rein, a halfback on the
State football team, forced the
runner but moved to second base
when shortstop Ted Rose threw
wildly past first base. Rein
advanced to third on another
error by Rose but Frobosefielded a wicked grounder by Roger
Sexton to get out of trouble.
In the seventh Burkle struck
out Chuck Brinkman, brother
of Washington Senator shortstop
Ed, with a mate on third base.
Young and the OSU coach,
Marty Karow agreed to call the
game if no one scored in the
tenth inning. "After the ninth
he walked out on the field and
looked at me and I just looked
at him, I think we both knew
what the other was thinking.
It was getting too cold and
windy to go on," Young said.
Indeed, that may have been
the case ten innings earlier.

Unusual opportunity for Freshman men who
have long range interests in Business Administration, Marketing or Retailing. We hope
men will be able to work 2 or 3 summers
with prospect of using experience upon graduation to move rapidly in our Merchandising
& Operations' Development Program.

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
-In The Union

Interested Freshmen should make appointment in
Placement Office for Interview on May 3.

